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 A Thrill about the Chill!  
 
There’s a chill in the air! Many of us feel strongly about the upcoming winter weather and can’t wait for the first snowflake or 
we dread the prospect of winter coats and boots. Regardless, there are great learning opportunities as we contemplate the 
changes in weather.   

 Children can explore how people and animals prepare for weather. Use books or internet to learn how preparations 
for winter differ. Talk about squirrels gathering acorns, adults chopping wood for fireplaces or getting out their winter 
clothes, birds migrating, etc.    

 Talk about the types of clothing that match the weather. Put a picture or poster of a summer day or sunbather on one 
side of the room and a picture or poster of a winter day or snowperson on the other.  Gather varied types of clothes and 
put them in a pile in the center of the room. Ask children to pick one item and decide if it goes on the summer side or 
the winter side.  Include clothing items like flip flops, boots, a sun visor, mittens, scarf, bathing suit, etc.  For a more 
challenging discussion, add something like an umbrella or raincoat. (These could go on either side). 

 It’s fun to find out about others’ preferences for weather. Ask questions like, “would you rather jump in leaves, make a 
snow angel or make a sand castle on the beach?“  “Would you rather curl up under a warm blanket and read a book or 
watch TV or lay on a beach towel and watch the ocean waves?” “Do you like to wear warm pajamas or shorts and a tank 
top?” Take a poll? Graph the answers.  

 Expand children’s observational skills by investigating changes in the neighborhood.  Even the youngest children can 
carry a crayon and paper and draw (or make scribbles) about changes that are seen in the neighborhood. Leaves on the 
ground, different colored leaves, fallen nuts or seeds, busy squirrels, the blowing wind, dying flowers or plants, brown 
grass, etc.  Ask children to be “observant scientists” and draw what they see. Take the same walk a few days later and 
ask them to draw again – did the environment change? 
 

Try this game:  Leaf Color Match  (sung to: “Hokey-Pokey”)  
You hold your (red) leaf up,  
You hold your (red) leaf down,  
You hold your (red) leaf up,  
And you wave it all around!  
You take it for a walk and look for (red)  
 things all around.  
Then tell me what you found! 
 

Look at all the Early Learning Foundations!   
Infants and Toddlers--Social Emotional: Self Awareness; Language and Literacy: Expressive and Receptive Language, Emergent 
Literacy and Emergent Writing; Discoveries: Sensory Awareness, Memory, Cause and Effect;  Physical Development and 
Health: Sensory, Fine and Gross Motor;     
Preschoolers--Approaches to Learning: Initiative and Curiosity, Reasoning and Problem Solving; Language and Literacy: 
Receptive and Expressive Language, Emergent Reading and Writing; Mathematics: Patterns, Data Analysis; Science: Sensory 
Awareness, Scientific Exploration, Scientific Inquiry, Scientific Knowledge; My Family, My Community, My World: Places, 
Spaces and Geography;  Creative Arts: Visual Expression; Physical Development and Health: Fine and Gross Motor 
Development 
 
Books about Seasonal Changes: 

 The Turning of the Year by Bill Martin, Jr 

 The Seasons of Arnold’s Apple Tree by Gail Gibbons 

 Nature in the Neighborhood by Gordon Morrison 

 Moon Glowing by Elizabeth Partridge 

 Winter's Coming: A Story of Seasonal Change by Jan Thornhill and Josee Bisallion 

 Animals in Fall: Preparing for Winter  or Fall Weather: Cooler Temperatures (Cloverleaf Books - Fall's 
Here!)  by Martha E. H. Rustad   

 

http://www.amazon.com/Winters-Coming-Story-Seasonal-Change/dp/177147002X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1415370149&sr=1-1&keywords=seasonal+changes
http://www.amazon.com/Winters-Coming-Story-Seasonal-Change/dp/177147002X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1415370149&sr=1-1&keywords=seasonal+changes
http://www.amazon.com/Martha-E.-H.-Rustad/e/B001H9W038/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1

